LORD,
With all the death and negative effects and distractions from the COVID-19 plague, and
recent civil unrest in American cities; millions of Americans are of the belief we are arriving
upon one of the most important inflection points in our Nation’s history. Millions of Americans
share that belief on both sides of the political spectrum, but for very different reasons.
With all that as a backdrop the question for this Nation’s voting electorate is; have voting
Americans received 100% factual information to make such important voting decisions in the
upcoming General election on Nov. 3rd. Unfortunately, we know all too well the Evil One is at
work. It is for that reason we turn this election over to YOU ALMIGHTY FATHER, and ask for
YOUR HELP in guiding Americans to do YOUR ALMIGHTY WILL.
YOU LORD are our first priority above any political party!!
We believe LORD, YOU have us here for YOUR reasons and purposes at this time in America’s
history to do YOUR WILL, and for YOUR GLORY!!
So please GOD, we ask for YOUR GUIDANCE in leading us to peacefully stand together to
protect the “free will” and “freedoms” YOU led our forefathers, and our founding fathers to
find, in forming our Constitution, as well the millions of others before us who have stood to
protect those GIFTS throughout our Nation’s history.
In the coming days, we pray that YOU would lead us to the people running for public office
who are truly:
•

One with YOU in their own hearts!!

•

Who will protect the Sanctity of Human Life, and

•

Who will protect our Religious Freedoms, and

•

Who will stand and protect our Constitution, the way it was written.

All this LORD so we can preserve that Gift of Freedom that YOU gave us, and “We the People”
have known from our Constitutional beginning. We pray that we might successfully
accomplish what those who have done before us, and pass that torch of freedom to our kids
and grandkids.
May the blessing given to all Americans by YOU to form this Republic peacefully stand
together to be vessels for YOU, and to carry out YOUR ALMIGHTY WILL in protecting what
YOU have given us, our FREEDOM!! A Republic, we pray we can keep it!!
All Glory to YOU LORD.
“In Jesus’ name we pray, Amen”

